
Returning to school following
CoVid19 lockdown

Regular rise times - these may have been a bit more
inconsistent with parents and children working from home.
Getting out of the house - something we haven't needed to
do for a while so cooperation and planning here may be
tested.
Focusing and concentrating for a whole day, without being
able to walk away or change focus when they want to.
Learning in a more formal setting with other children and
distractions around, with a teacher, who they may not know
very well, and may not be their regular teacher.
Playing in the yard with some unexpected restrictions.
Continuing CoVid19 health and safety measures.
Perhaps a new winter uniform or new drop-off or pick-up
zones and times.
Restricted eating times, movement times and screen times.

It is important to understand that there may be hesitancy in
going back to school after a couple of months of remote
learning.
Let's look at what adjustments your child has been making and
will need to make again as they return to the classroom and on
the following two pages some things to put into place.
 

You can make these changes a little easier by putting a couple
of things into place now and also on return to school.
 
Remember "you've got this" as you have all done this before. 
 



Checklist for transitioning
back to school

Just as you would for a birthday or
special celebration, use a calendar
to countdown the sleeps until
school goes back.
 
Be mindful not to make too big a
deal if this brings anxiety.  Mark the
calendar in the morning rather than
at night before bed

USE A  CALENDAR OR

COUNTDOWN

Speak positively about returning to school in
front of and with your child. They need to trust
that this will go well.
 
If you have concerns about changes in your
child's behaviour, talk to their teacher about
what you have noticed.

MAINTA IN  POS IT IVE  &  OPEN

COMMUNICAT ION WITH SCHOOL

Before school goes back arrange
playdate with one of their friends so that
they are feeling familiar with their
classmates again.
 
You could arrange to meet with that
friend to walk into school together

RECONNECT WITH A

SPEC IAL  CLASSMATE

If bed & rise times need to be re-
established do this before they go
back to school.
 
You could get up, pack a bag and go
to the park for a walk, kick a ball and
a snack so that they get used to
getting out of the house on time
with a packed bag.

RE - ESTABL ISH SCHOOL DAY

ROUT INES

RETURNING TO SCHOOL

Prepare your child for new routines like
school drop-off & pick-up zones. Do a
drive-by to familiarise them with going
back to school.
Talk to them about washing hands,
physical distancing, movement around
the school yard, classrooms and
buildings

PREPARE IN  ADVANCE

Allow them to have physical downtime
like kicking a ball or going for a walk, when
they come home.
 
Resist screens as these impact on their
brain activity which has been stimulated
by returning to school. While screens are
passive they aren't calming. Encourage
other downtime activities.

REDUCE DEMANDS



Checklist for transitioning
back to school

Even if they had difficulty
throughout the day, or didn't finish
the day, reinforce what went well.
 
Identify the strengths they have
used today like courage,
perseverance, kindness.

ACKNOWLEDGE WHAT WENT

WELL

Encourage them to draw on their
strengths like courage, kindness,
humour, playfulness, zest, trust to get
them through difficult moments.
 
Help them identify how they could use
their strengths to help others who might
need their support to feel ok at school.

REMIND THEM OF THE IR

STRENGTHS

Brainstorm some 'problems' and
talk/rehearse/draw scenarios that
may happen.
If someone was worried who could
they talk to? If someone was lonely,
how could you help them? If
someone couldn't do their work who
would help them?

REHEARSE PROBLEM

SOLVING D IFF ICULT

MOMENTS

RETURNING TO SCHOOL

Encourage your child to take a comfort
buddy to school with them to have in
their bag or sit on their desk for when
they may feel a little homesick or
wobbly.

TAKE A  TOY ,  BOOK ,  PHOTO ,

EVEN A  ROCK TO SCHOOL

Resist the need to celebrate too much,
especially if you have another child not
returning to school, but still look after
your own self-care.
 
Things can change quickly so take one
moment at a time, savouring the gifts this
time has given you and your family

PRACT ICE  YOUR OWN SELF

CARE

Check in with your little one on how they
are feeling about going back to school.
Don't do this at bedtime.
 
They might like to talk, write, draw, dance
or play how they are feeling.  Remember all
feelings are ok.

CREATE OPPORTUNIT IES  TO

EXPRESS FEEL INGS


